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Govt allowed to borrow more under new monetary policy 

The central bank yesterday drastically raised the borrowing target for the government from banking sources for

this fiscal year to meet its demand for funds in the face of revenue shortfall -- a move that will make it difficult for

businesses to get loans. On January 16, the monetary policy committee of the Bangladesh Bank revised the key

monetary and credit programmes, setting a fresh government sector credit growth of 37.7 percent for fiscal 2019-

2020 compared with 24.3 percent set in July last year. The committee took the decision at a meeting presided

over by BB Governor Fazle Kabir at the central bank headquarters in Dhaka. The BB was forced to revise the target

of broad money supply to the market to meet the government’s growing borrowing demand from banking

sources. Broad money is a category for measuring the amount of money circulating in an economy. As per the

revised monetary policy, the central bank set a 13 percent growth of broad money for the fiscal year, up from its

July target of 12.50 percent. The government overshot its annual limit for bank borrowing in the first half of fiscal

2019-20 due to poor revenue collection. Between July and December last year, the government borrowed Tk

48,015 crore from banking sources against the annual target of Tk 47,363 crore, BB data showed. In contrast, Tk

26,446 crore was borrowed from the banking sector in the entire fiscal 2018-2019.
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-allowed-borrow-more-under-new-monetary-policy-1856278

Bangladesh’s exports to India cross $1.0b in 2019

Bangladesh's exports to India crossed US $ 1.0 billion mark in the last calendar year (2019), said Gurvinder Singh,

Director (exhibitions) of Engineering Export Promotion Council of India (EEPC India) at a press conference in Dhaka

on Sunday. The press conference was held in connection with a three-day Indian engineering trade show, styled

'INDEE Bangladesh 2020', which will kick off in the capital on Wednesday. The second edition of the trade show,

aimed at seeking to forge global supply chain with partners from Bangladesh, will be held at the International

Convention City Bashundhara (ICCB). EEPC India, an organisation sponsored by India's ministry of commerce and

industry, will organise the exhibition with the participation of over 120 leading Indian companies including public

sector undertakings (PSUs) like Indian Oil Corporation and Bharat Earth Movers, among others. Industries Minister

Nurul Majid Mahmud Humayun is expected to inaugurate the exposition as the chief guest. Riva Ganguly Das,

India's High Commissioner to Bangladesh, Ravi Sehgal, Chairman of EEPC India, Sheikh Fazle Fahim, President of

the Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI), Md Abdul Matlub Ahmed, President

of India-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (IBCCI) and Mahesh K Desai, Seniour Vice Chairman of

EEPC India will also be present at the inauguration of the trade show.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/bangladeshs-exports-to-india-cross-10b-in-2019-

1579455718
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Risky loans soaring. BB’s plan? Hide figure. 

The central bank is planning to sweep the bulging stressed assets under the rug when it publishes its annual

financial stability report in April such that it can paint a rosy picture of the banking sector. Stressed assets, which

include default loans, restructured and rescheduled advances, have shot up 18.89 percent to Tk 222,162 crore in

the six months to June last year, according to data from the Bangladesh Bank. The ratio of stressed assets in the

banking sector was 22 percent of total loans as of June last year, up 16.10 percent from four-and-a-half years

earlier. This has forced the central bank to think of camouflaging the figure, four central bank officials with direct

knowledge of the matter told The Daily Star. Such risky assets can put adverse effect on banks’ balance sheets and

profitability because of the need for provisioning against the classified loans and reduced returns on investment,

according to a recent central bank report on stressed assets.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/risky-loans-soaring-bbs-plan-hide-figure-1856347

Biggest gain in 7 years for stocks on hopes of fund injection 

Stocks had the highest gains on Sunday in seven years on the hopes that the government would infuse funds – the

news of which came in the evening when the Bangladesh Bank said it will give "policy and liquidity" support to the

market. The stock market, mired in the grip of the bear, had been witnessing spectacular losses for the last 11

months – wiping out over Tk100,000 crore in market capitalisation. But on Sunday, it suddenly jumped by a big

232 points or 5.6 percent in anticipation of policy and liquidity support.    Sources said the support may include

long-term low cost funds for the institutional investors. Right now, the Bangladesh Bank is providing funds at 6

percent interest rate for six months to commercial banks for investing in stocks only.  But the response has so far

been meek as banks are scared of the bearish market and are shying away in fear of losses. Currently, banks have

exposure to the capital market up to 12 percent of their risk weighted asset against their limit of 25 percent.
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Bangladesh Bank targets rise in money supply in H2 to boost pvt sector, stocks

The Bangladesh Bank has revised its monetary policy for the second half of the fiscal year 2019-2020, raising the

target of broad money supply by 0.50 percentage points with a view to boosting investment in the private sector,

including the capital market. The central bank also revised upward the government’s bank borrowing target to

37.7 per cent from 24.3 per cent it had projected for the January-June period of FY20 when it announced the

annual monetary policy statement in July last year. Besides, the BB kept its projection of attaining 14.8 per cent

private sector credit growth unchanged. The central bank on Sunday issued a press release on the revised

monetary policy statement based on the decisions which were made at its Monetary Policy Committee’s meeting

held on January 16. It increased the target of broad money supply to 13 per cent from 12.5 per cent for January-

June of the current fiscal year. M2 or broad money includes cash and checking deposits along with near money

that refers to savings deposits, money market securities and mutual fund and other time deposits.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97097/bangladesh-bank-targets-rise-in-money-supply-in-h2-to-boost-pvt-

sector-stocks
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Car sales drop for 2nd year on economic downturn, ridesharing services

Car sales have dropped for the second consecutive year in 2019 due to continued slump in demand amid slowing

economic activities, according to government data. Besides, an increase in ownership costs and nagging traffic in

the capital and its surrounding cities led many prospective buyers to withhold their car buying plans, said car

dealers. The dealers also said the necessity of having cars was also decreasing as ridesharing services Uber and

Pathao were meeting the demand for car for many in the expanding capital city in absence of reliable mass

transportation services. The Bangladesh Road Transport Authority registered 16,783 passenger cars in 2019, down

from 18,299 in 2018 and 21,959 in 2017. The registration of microbuses slumped to 3,683 in 2019 from 4,137 in

2018 and 5,575 in 2017 while the registration of pick-ups decreased to 11,952 from 13,907 in 2018 and 13,512 in

2011. The registration of jeeps, purchased mostly by the government with different project funds and higher-class

people, grew slightly to 5,630 in 2019 from 5,555 in 2018 and 5,425 in 2017.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97099/car-sales-drop-for-2nd-year-on-economic-downturn-ridesharing-

services

Bangladesh Bank governor Fazle Kabir on Sunday assured a delegation of the Bangladesh Merchant Bankers’

Association of capital market supporting policies with a view to addressing the liquidity crisis on the market for its

stability. The central bank governor gave the assurance during a discussion held at the BB headquarters in Dhaka

with the BMBA delegation in presence of Financial Institutions Division senior secretary Md Ashadul Islam. BMBA

president Md Sayadur Rahman and its general secretary Riyad Matin, among others, were present at the meeting.

After the meeting, BB executive director and spokesperson Md Serajul Islam told reporters that the central bank

would provide policy support and liquidity supply to boost the market. ‘As soon as possible, the central bank will

announce a scheme on liquidity supply and policy support to boost the  stock market for the long run in

consultation with the finance minister,’ he said. Serajul said that the meeting discussed the current situation of the

stock market, especially the BMBA proposals on fund injection into the market.

LafargeHolcim to be a building material solutions provider

LafargeHolcim Bangladesh vows to become the most sustainable and trusted building material solutions and

service provider in the country. "The global cement manufacturer will be an effective partner in the nation

building exercise by providing high quality products to the market as cement is a core ingredient for implementing

the ongoing mega development projects in Bangladesh," CEO of LafargeHolcim Bangladesh Limited Rajesh Surana

told the FE in an interview. As LafargeHolcim Bangladesh has successfully completed its amalgamation with Holcim

Cement (Bangladesh) Limited last year, he said the company is now working to transform the integrated company

as a building material solutions provider from a cement manufacturer company. The company is now the owner of

two premium cement brands of the country: Holcim and Supercrete. The Company owns and operates own quarry

in Meghalaya of India to bring limestone directly through a 17 km long belt conveyer.
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Bangladesh Bank assures BMBA of stock market-friendly policies

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97100/bangladesh-bank-assures-bmba-of-stock-market-friendly-policies
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The exports of leather and leather products fell significantly in the first six months (July–December) of the current

financial year (FY2019–20) compared to the same period of the last fiscal year. According to the Export Promotion

Bureau (EPB), the sector registered a slightly negative growth rate of 10.61 per cent that resulted in earnings of

USD 475.83 million. However, this figure was USD 532.3 million during the same period of the 2018–19

(July–December) FY. Leather export alone registered a negative growth rate of 27.34 per cent, resulting in

earnings of USD 65.80 million. This figure was USD 90.56 million during the same period in the 2018–19 FY,

according to EPB data. Market insiders say most of the tanneries that have been shifted to the Savar Tannery

Complex from Hazaribagh are not fully functional yet and that is one of the prime reasons behind the negative

growth.   Bangladesh Tanners’ Association (BTA) chairman Shaheen Ahamed told The Independent that

Bangladesh generally exports leather products to countries such as South Korea, China, and the European Union,

among others. But they have started using artificial leather products, which are more affordable, leading to the

import fewer products from Bangladesh. Ahmed also says at least 155 factories have been shifted to Savar. Of

these, about 125 factories are running and some 30 to 40 tanneries have become fully operational but are only

processing only crust leather.
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Master plan for sustainable tourism development 

The government is working to prepare a detailed master plan to ensure sustainable development of the local

tourism industry. “If properly implemented, the master plan will help increase the sector’s contribution to the

gross domestic product to 10 per cent, from just over 2 percent now,” said Md Mohibul Haque, senior civil

aviation and tourism secretary. He spoke at an event in the capital’s Cirdap Auditorium yesterday when the

Bangladesh Tourism Board announced the official kick-off of the process to prepare the master plan. IPE Global, an

India-based international development consulting firm, has already been awarded the work and it would be

supported by Horwath HTL, an international hotel, tourism and leisure consultant and two Bangladeshi

consultancy companies BETS Consulting Services and At Earth Bangladesh. Short-, mid- and long-term strategies

have already been taken to materialise the plan by June 30, 2021, said Md Mahbub Ali, state minister for civil

aviation and tourism. The move will brighten the image of the numerous natural and cultural heritage sites, which

Bangladesh has failed to develop as global brands, he added. At the event, Benjamin Carey, team leader of the

project, shed light on how the plan will be executed in three phases. In the first phase, there will be a situation

analysis of the tourism sector and evaluate the potential of tourism products in all 64 districts of the country.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/master-plan-sustainable-tourism-development-1856326

Leather sector exports drop 10pc

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/233054
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Onion price finally below Tk 100 a kg 

After much ado about the skyrocketing prices of onion, consumers of the essential kitchen item seem to have a

respite at long last as the prices have finally come down below the magical mark of Tk 100. Consumers continued

to suffer successively for around four months when the onion prices shot up abnormally to Tk 270 braving all

speculations over the crunch situation. While visiting different kitchen markets including Karwan Bazar yesterday,

it was found that the local variety of onion was being offered at Tk 100 a kg and the newly-harvested murikata

variety of local onion at Tk 110 per kg. Besides, the  imported varieties went for Tk 60-70 per kg. However, a palla

(5 kg) of local onion was seen offered at Tk 450. Traders said the prices decreased by Tk 10-25 per kg on the day

compared to the previous day. The price came down to as low as Tk 100 (local) and Tk 60 (imported) for the two

varieties after fresh harvest of local onions and the imported ones hit the market, said the traders.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/233066

Investment in Indian equity MFs dips 41pc

Investors pumped in nearly Rs 750 billion in Indian equity-oriented mutual fund schemes in 2019, a sharp plunge

of 41 per cent from the preceding year, mainly hit by extreme market volatility amid slowing economic growth.

Experts, however, are of the view that equity schemes will attract investor interest this year as the market is

expected to perform well. "While volatility in the market may continue for some more time going forward, we

believe investors will want to benefit from this volatility and use it to create and growth their wealth. As we expect

industry inflows to rise, we believe that all categories of mutual funds including equity funds to see a steady rise in

flows," said Ashwani Bhatia, MD and CEO at SBI Mutual Fund. According to data with Association of Mutual funds

in India (Amfi) equity and equity-linked saving schemes (ELSS) attracted an inflow of Rs 748.70 billion in 2019,

much lower than Rs 1.2 trillion seen in 2018.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/investment-in-indian-equity-mfs-dips-41pc-

1579456217

UK’s Javid aims to double UK growth after Brexit 

Finance minister Sajid Javid is aiming to roughly double Britain’s underlying rate of economic growth after it leaves

the European Union, but will not champion big manufacturing sectors that want to stick to EU rules. In an

interview with the Financial Times before he travels to meet business leaders in Davos, Switzerland, Javid said

Britain would not commit to sticking to EU rules in post-Brexit trade talks - something many businesses want to

ease cross-border checks. “There will not be alignment, we will not be a ruletaker, we will not be in the single

market and we will not be in the customs union - and we will do this by the end of the year,” he said. The British

Chambers of Commerce (BCC) said businesses were willing to be pragmatic about this approach to Brexit but

added that the government needed to be clear about its plans. “Uncertainty around the extent of divergence risks

firms moving their production elsewhere,” BCC co-executive director Claire Walker said.
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Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
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Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.9 84.9

EUR 94.1 94.2

GBP 110.4 110.5

AUD 58.3 58.4

JPY 0.77 0.77

CAD 65.0 65.0

SEK 8.92 8.92

SGD 63.0 63.0

CNH 12.4 12.4

INR 1.19 1.19

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

16-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.91 4,570

15-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.98 5,746

14-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,354

13-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,071

12-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.94 7,097

9-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.73 7,951

8-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.42 7,615

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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